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EDITORIAL
The current issue of Management Dynamics comes as India hotly debates on
the pros and cons of the budget for the next financial year. This contains a
total of three research papers and a case study. The first paper is based on a
study of ethical behaviour by sales people in organizations in the light of
increasing competition. Accordingly, ethical behaviour leads to customer
satisfaction, trust and commitment to the salesperson, and loyalty to the
company on the part of the customer. For salesperson, ethical behaviour has
an impact on job satisfaction, performance and commitment to the
organization.
The second research paper explores the concept of evidence based decision
making in organizations. Using identification, investigation, interpretation
and integration, the research compares ancient kings with contemporary
organizations. It proposes a synthesized framework drawing from the
ancient wisdom, modern corporates and cases studies from medical and
judicial areas.
For the first time in several years a case study has been included. This
disguised case explores the journey of opportunities and challenges faced by
Avina Sports Goods manufacturer in India and presents a problem with
respect to its marketing strategies.
The last paper tries to examine the value of due diligence exhibited by
customers in a banking institution. The study focuses on the identification
parade by bank customer for identifying their own savings bank account by
reading its key features only, reasons for right and wrong identification made
by the bank customers, and awareness about banking services, charges, fees
and limit of usage.

Dr. Athar Mahmood
(Editor)

Jaipuria Institute of Management

July 2018
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EXPLORING THE CONSEQUENCES
OF ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR: A REVIEW
BASED APPROACH

Zoha Fatima*

ABSTRACT
Salesforce ethical behaviour is very important for sales organizations as it has an impact on its various
aspects such as profitability and image & reputation.As the competitiveness among the firms is
increasing, they are trying to distinguish themselves with other firms by being more ethical in dealing
with the customers. In such a scenario, it becomes necessary to understand the specific consequences
of salesforce ethical behaviour. Therefore this study attempts to explore the consequences of ethical
behaviour for salespeople as well as customers which ultimately affects sales organizations. Review of
studies reveals that for customers, ethical behaviour has a positive impact on customer satisfaction,
trust and commitment to the salesperson, and loyalty to the company. For salesperson, ethical
behaviour has an impact on job satisfaction, performance and commitment to the organization. These
consequences for salespeople and customers have a combined effect on the success and profitability of
the sales organizations. Based on the finding, implications for the organization and directions for
future research are stated.
Keywords: Ethical behaviour, Consequences, Salespeople, Customers

*Assistant Professor –Marketing, School Of Business, Galgotias University, Gautam
Budh Nagar, UP – 203201, India, zoha_fatima22@yahoo.com
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INTRODUCTION
Billions of dollars spent on product development and promotion can go waste by the poor performance
of a salesperson and dissatisfying customer interaction, while similarly initial satisfaction with the
salesperson may help a consumer overlook shortcomings in the areas of service or product difficulties
(Goff, Boles, Bellenger and Stojack, 1997). How a salesperson interacts with the customers has a
profound effect on the relationship between the customer and the salesperson and in the long term on
the relationship between customer and the organization. An important aspect of interaction between
salesperson and customer is ethical behaviour.
Salesforce ethical behaviour is of immense importance for the success of the product and services,
salespeople and the organization. If salespeople are not ethical in dealing with their customers, it can
result in loss for the company as well as salespeople. As the competition among organizations is
increasing, more and more organizations are trying to differentiate themselves through ethical selling.
Organizations are trying to focus on the “Ethical behaviour”aspect of sales people as this will help
them get a competitive advantage over other firms and be successful in the long run (Fatima,2015).
Ethical behaviour is important for all types of jobs but it is more important for salespeople as in sales
jobs, salespeople play multiple roles. In one situation, they are the advocates for their employer while
in other they represent the customer (Dubinsky, Howell, Ingram and Bellenger, 1986). Salespeople are
responsible for generating revenues for the firm and they are evaluated on the basis of short-term
objectives, i.e. sales (Futrell, 2002). As sales job is a very challenging job, salespeople are likely to
encounter ethical conflicts more often, therefore it is important to analyse the ethical behaviour of
salespeople. On the basis of this discussion, we can conclude that there were following factors which
led us to take up this study – (1) The importance of ethical behaviour for customers and the
organizations, (2) The importance of ethical behaviour in sales jobs, (3) Dearth of studies providing a
review of studies focusing on the consequences of ethical behaviour. Taking into account this fact, we
took up this study with following objective –to explore the consequences of salesforce ethical
behaviour by reviewing previous research studies. This study first defines ethical behaviour. Second, it
describes the methodology used for review. Third, it provides a review of important studies
highlighting the consequences of ethical behaviour. Lastly, research implications and directions for
future research are stated.
SALESFORCE ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR
Ethical sales behaviour is defined as fair and honest actions that enable the salesperson to foster longterm relationships with customers based on customer satisfaction and trust (Roma´n and Munuera,
2005). Unethical sales behavior is defined as a short-run salespersons’ conduct that enables them to
gain at the expense of the customer (Roma´n and Ruiz, 2005). Examples of unethical behaviour are
(Lagace et al., 1991; Robertson and Anderson, 1993):
1. Lying or exaggerating about the benefits of a product
2. Lying about availability
3. Lying about the competition
4. Selling products that people do not need
5. Giving answers when the answer is not really known and
6. Implementing manipulative influence tactics or high-pressure selling techniques.
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METHODOLOGY FOR REVIEW
Using the keywords''ethical behaviour'', ''ethics'', various marketing and sales articles were searched.
Out of those articles only those articles were included which were in English and which studied the
consequences of salesforce ethical behaviour. The articles from following journals were included for
the review – Journal of Marketing Research, European Journal of Marketing, Journal of Business
Ethics, Journal of Business Research, Journal of Personal Selling and Sales Management, Journal of
Marketing Management and Journal of Marketing.
REVIEW OF STUDIES
The review of studies highlighting the consequences of ethical behavior is discussed.
CONSEQUENCES FOR SALESPEOPLE
Ethical behavior has an important impact on salespeople. Beatty et al. (1996) noted that salespeople's
ethical behaviour lead to higher levels of job satisfaction. Chonko and Burnett (1983) measured the
importance of ethical situations as a source of role conflict. Analyzing data of 143 sales representatives
employed by a Fortune 500 firm, 23 sales managers, and 94 sales support personnel, who were
responsible for such activities as service, repairs, maintenance, and scheduling, they found four
sources of role conflict: 1) customer relations,2) the job, 3) the family, and 4) ethics. These findings
indicate that sales representatives, sales managers, and sales support personnel feel that there is ethical
role conflict associated with aspects of the sales job. And that for all three groups, ethical situations
were shown to lead to higher levels of conflict than either customer relations, family, or job situations.
When salespeople are placed in an organization, they might hold certain positions which they don't
expect to hold and they might play some roles they don't expect to play. Therefore the salesperson must
attempt to integrate the organization's role expectations with his/her role expectations and must follow
the guidelines on ethical behavior.
Roma´n and Munuera (2005) highlighted the determinants and consequences of ethical behaviour of
salespeople. Analyzing data of 280 financial services salespeople involved in selling highinvolvement financial products (e.g. mortgages, life insurance) to final consumers. They found that
salesperson's ethical behaviour leads to lower levels of role conflict intersender and higher levels of job
satisfaction, but does not have a significant effect on performance. Biong, Nygaard and Silkoset (2010)
investigated how corporate ethical values affect organizational commitment among employees and
subsequently performance in terms of service quality and sales. Analysis on 225 retail company
managers revealed that ethical value positively affects organization commitment. In their study on
salespeople in Taiwan and U.S., Honeycutt, Siguaw and Hunt (1995) found that ethical behavior has a
positive impact on salespeople performance in U.S. Walker et al (1977) stated that ethically troubled
salespeople will experience increased levels of job-related tension, frustration, and anxiety which
could lead to lower job performance and increased turnover. Weeks and Nantel (1992) in their study on
318 salespeople found that a well communicated code of ethics is related to ethical salesforce behavior
which leads to high salesperson job performance and job satisfaction.
CONSEQUENCES FOR CUSTOMERS
Ethical behaviour has an impact on customers in several ways (Fatima and Azam, 2017; Fatima,
2017a). It has been shown that the customer trust can be earned by the honest actions of salespersons,
which is a component of ethical sales behavior (Beatty et al., 1996). According to Swan, Bowers and
Richardson (1999), ‘’Customer trust of the salesperson has two components, affect and cognition –
Affect is feeling secure or insecure about relying on the salesperson, and cognition is the belief that the
salesperson has both the necessary competence and motivation to be relied upon’’.
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Crosby, Evans and Cowles (1990) found that selling behaviors such as cooperative intentions, mutual
disclosure, and intensive follow up contact help in maintaining a strong bond between consumers and
salespeople. This highlights the importance of practicing ethical behaviour in maintaining a good
relationship with customers. Lagace, Dahlstrom and Gassenheimer (1991) focused on the impact of
ethical behavior upon working relationships between buyers and sellers. Using regression to analyze
the data of 90 doctors, they found that ethical behavior of pharmaceutical salespersons has a positive
impact on trust of the salesperson and satisfaction with the exchange. The study concludes that the
pharmaceutical salesperson who provides timely information in an ethical manner secures the trust and
satisfaction of the doctors.
The study by Kennedy, Ferrell and Leclair (2001) on car buyers showed that low-pressure selling
tactics used by the salesperson has a positive impact on customer satisfaction. Wray, Palmer and Bejou
(1994) in their study on customers of financial services’ intermediaries found that salesperson’s
customer orientation and salesperson’s ethics has an impact of customer trust and relationship
satisfaction. Morgan and Hunt (1994) in their study of 204 independent automobile tire retailers, found
that opportunistic behavior has a negative impact on trust between salespeople and customers. Román
(2003) analysed the consequences of ethical sales behaviour. Their study on 630 bank customers
showed that ethical sales behaviour had a positive impact on customer satisfaction with the core
service, trust and loyalty to the company.
Roma´n and Ruiz (2005) analysed the role of ethical salesperson behavior from the perspective of
customers. The study on 249 consumers showed that perceived ethical sales behavior plays a major
role in affecting the quality of the buyer–seller relationship as it has a positive effect on customer
satisfaction, trust and commitment to the salesperson. Chronological list of articles reviewed along
with relevant details is given in table 1.
Table 1: Consequences of salesforce ethical behaviour
Study

Sample
and
country

Mode
of data
Industry Method
collection

Chonko
and
Burnett
(1983)

143 sales
representatives
employed by
a Fortune 500
firm, 23 sales
managers, and
94 sales support
personnel, who
were responsible
for such activities
as service, repairs,
maintenance, and
scheduling

Postal
survey

Crosby,
Evans
and
Cowles
(1990)

151 heads
of U.S.
households

Postal
survey

Jaipuria Institute of Management

Fortune One way
500 firm ANOVA

Findings
Four sources
of role
conflict are
1) customer
relations,2)
the job, 3)
the family,
and 4) ethics

Life
Structural Cooperative
insurance Equation intentions,
Modeling mutual
disclosure,
and intensive
follow up

Type of
study

Variables

Empirical Ethics,
Role
conflict

Empirical Cooperative
intentions,
mutual
disclosure,
intensive
follow up
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Study

Sample
and
country

Lagace,
Dahlstrom and
Gassenheimer
(1991)

90 doctors

Wray,
Palmer
and
Bejou
(1994)

Customers of
financial services’
intermediaries in
US

Morgan
and
Hunt
(1994)

204 independent
automobile tire
retailers in US

Román
(2003)

630 bank
customers

Jaipuria Institute of Management

Mode
of data
Industry Method
collection

Findings

Type of
study

Variables

contact help
in maintaining
a strong bond
between
consumers
and
salespeople
Postal
Pharma Regres- Ethical
Empirical Relationsurvey as ceutical sion
behavior and
ship quality
well as
analysis expertise of
(trust,
personal
pharmaceutical
satisfactiadminist salespersons
on),
ration
impact both
Ethical
trust of the
behaviour,
salesperson
Expertise
and satisfaction
with the
exchange
Telephone Financial Multiple Salesperson’s Empirical Sales
survey
services’ regression sales
person’s
intermed
orientation,
sales
iaries
customer
orientation,
orientation
customer
and sales
orientation,
person’s ethics
sales
has an impact
person’s
of customer
ethics,
trust and
customer
relationship
trust and
satisfaction
relationship
satisfaction
Postal
Retail
Structural Opportunistic Empirical Opportu
survey
Equation behavior has
nistic
Modeling a negative
behavior,
impact on
Trust
trust between
salespeople
and customers
Financial Structural Ethical sales
Empirical Ethical
services Equation behaviour had
behaviour,
Modeling a positive
Customer
impact on
satisfaction,
customer
Trust,
satisfaction
Loyalty
with the core
service, trust
and loyalty to
the company
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Study

Sample
and
country
Roma´n 249 consumers
and Ruiz in Spain
(2005)

Roma´n 280 financial
and
services
Munuera salespeople
(2005)

Biong,
Nygaard
and
Silkoset
(2010)

225 retail company
managers

Jaipuria Institute of Management

Mode
of data
Industry Method Findings
collection
Personally Financial Structural Perceived
administ services Equation ethical sales
ered
Modeling behavior has
questionn
a positive
aire
impact on
customer
satisfaction
with the
salesperson
Personally HighStructural The method
administ involve
Equation of compens
ered
ment
Modeling ation and
question financial
control system
naire
products
are important
(e.g.
determinants
mortgages,
of ethical
life
behaviour.
insurance)
Behaviour
to final
based control
consumers
system and the
higher fixed
salary percent
age of the
salesperson
was positively
related to
salesperson’s
ethical
behaviour.
Age also
proves to be a
significant
antecedent of
ethical
behaviour.
Education is
not significa
ntly related to
ethical
behaviour
Postal
Retail
Structural Ethical value
survey
Equation positively
Modeling affects retail
company
commitment

Type of
study

Variables

Empirical Ethical
behaviour,
Customer
satisfaction,
Trust,
Commitment

Empirical Ethical
behviour,
Compensa
tion
system,
Control
system

Empirical Power,
Ethical
values,
Commit
ment,
Service
quality,
Sales
revenue
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CONCLUSION
The review of studies shows that ethical behaviour has impact on different aspects of customers and
salespeople. If we segregate the impact of ethical behaviour for customers and salespeople, we will
find that role conflict, job satisfaction, commitment to organization and performance are the
consequences of ethical behaviour for salespeople. While the consequences for customers are
customer trust, commitment to the salesperson, relationship satisfaction, customer satisfaction with
the core service and loyalty to the company. The consequences for salespeople and customers have a
combined effect on the profitability of the organization.
IMPLICATIONS
The study has important implications for sales organizations. They can understand the importance of
salesforce ethical behaviour for salespeople as well as for the customers. This study will help them
understand that ethical behaviour affects customer satisfaction, customer trust, customer commitment
and customer loyalty with the salesperson as well as the company. If salespeople are ethical in their
dealings, the customers will be more satisfied, committed and loyal to the customer and the company.
This study has implications for salespeople also as they can understand why ethical behaviour is so
important to them. It not only has impact on their performance and their job satisfaction but also on
their relationship with the customers. It is the aim of every salesperson to maintain a healthy and long
term relationship with the customers. And the components of such relationship are trust, commitment
and satisfaction which can be fostered only if the salesperson exercises ethical behavior when dealing
with the customers. Maintenance of quality relationship between salespeople and customers is
important (Fatima, 2017b), therefore ethical behaviour needs to be cultivated.
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This study explored the consequences of ethical behaviour by using a review based approach. The
studies in future should test the results of this study empirically. This paper identified several
consequences of ethical behaviour for salespeople as well for customers. The future research should
check if these consequences are valid across different countries and cultures. They need to check if the
consequences of ethical behaviour differ with respect to different countries and different culture.
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RELEVANCE OF EVIDENCE BASED
DECISION MAKING: CASES IN ANCIENT
AND CURRENT SCENARIOS

Neelam Kaushal*

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to study what evidence based practice is and how it can help organizations
to make better decisions. In all type of organizations like bank, consulting firm, policy making, health
sector and startup, it plays an important role as practitioners affecting the lives of so many people have
moral obligation to use the best available evidence when making a decision. The current paper
discusses the relevance of evidence based decision making in current scenarios. Here firstly relevancy
of this concept has been checked in both ancient and current context in selected areas where decision
making with evidence plays a pertinent role. The methodology of hermeneutics, i.e., identification,
investigation, interpretation and integration, has been utilised in the present paper. Evidence-based
decision - making adopted by king in Vikram-Betal story in the ancient scenario and same approach
used by the various organizations in current scenario has been discussed in the study. Finally, a
framework has been proposed based on the synthesis of various literatures relating to EBDM practices,
story and cases taken from current scenario in the medical and judicial areas.
Keywords: Decision making, Competency, Fastidious and Potential

*Assistant professor, Department (Of) Business Administration, National Institute of
Technology, Kurukshetra, muktis73@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION
EBM necessitates decision making and creating organizational exercises that are knowledgeable by
analyzing the paramount accessible data. The EBDM in management practice has been originated
from medicine and offers a reasonable, goal oriented and experimental approach to business matters. It
is equivalent to the controlled method, which uses experiments and data collection to advance
knowledge. Evidence-based practices have become quite popular during few decades and substantial
body of work has been done. Not only various regulatory agencies require proper assessment of the
decisions, but expectation is that all organizations should use evidence-based practice with eminence
care. Decision-making is one of the vital aspects for executive tasks however often decisions made by
managers are under strain with imperfect data. Whilst few supervisors give good reason in concern to
basis for choices of evidences, still many work with useless information, individual knowledge and
personal observation.
EBDM may emerge as basic and self instructive phenomenon. However it is difficult because
'evidence' proved to be vague and debated. In straight forward term, concept is logical examination and
assessment of experiential research conclusions used for decision to further policy making purposes.
The 'evidence', for large part means data. It might be founded on numbers and also subjective or
expressive. Evidence originates through logical study signifying by and large relevant realities as
regards universe, individuals or companies traditions. The strength and significance concerning
evidences vary with working practices of different researchers'. The consequence for accepting
assumptions impact on facts and relating evidence to familiarity claims cannot be understood when
inferring results by means of proof. The subject concerning unfairness in evidence is imperative; it gets
deeper our thoughtful of how actually this position individual's explanations. It helps in passing up
decisions relied on wrong or unrelated information.
EBDM originates in course of local trade indicators eg. organization measurements or perceptions of
training conditions. Indeed, even proficient understanding might be an imperative resource of proof,
e.g. an industrialist's earlier involvement in surrounding up a range of organizations ought to show
approach that is probably declared to be best. In all organizations and professions evidence plays an
innermost role. For example in department of police where evidence is a main constituent. Evidence
has been exercised under this profession (police profession) in assorted structures, from observer
declarations and witness proclamations to measurable confirmation and surveillance camera pictures.
These evidences help person-in-charge in making decision if an individual is naive or not. The similar
concept has also been valid in administrative choices. Notwithstanding its cause, all facts might be
incorporated if these judged as trustworthy and significant. Here in management decision various
types of sources have also been utilized for evidence like scientific, organizational, experimental and
stakeholder. There are two different stages of evidence-based practice: first, is concerned with
producing proof, that relies on educational body of an occupation, another stage is related to using
evidence in practice and building well-versed decisions based on it. The survival of gap between study
and practice grasps true in both administration and organizational science. In similarity with evidencebased medicine, EBDM is an approach that attempts to improve excellence of results made for
resolving organizational problems through obtaining ideologies from outside, logical study to direct
practices by management. Though there is lack of well-built evidence and logical research yet
signifying EBDM in fact advances company's performance that assists managers take enhanced
decisions, deficiency of evidence cannot be used to discount EBDM benefits to companies.
The creation of proof though, is capable enough for encouraging people that evidence-based
management approach can direct to superior decisions in organizations. The disagreement that EBM is
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effectual can be drawn from reasonable understanding based on efficacy of evidence-based medicine
concerning curing patients and for efficient policies structuring in public health. It has been argued that
organizations which support their decisions on facts have a reasonable benefit. This is reason
management by perception, alternative approach to supporting decisions on proof, barely justifiable.
The conventional decision making approach either mainly relies on individual know-how that blindly
pursues guidance from experts or business books which are above all determined by usual beliefs or
feeble data. Thus, when there is small or less consistent information obtainable for making choices,
managers with evidence-based management way of philosophy, attempt to do something regarding
logic and proof, rather than on presumption or anticipation. The concept of EBDM has been existed in
India since early times and its correlation in current scenario in different areas have been explained in
the paper through the story.
BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF EVIDENCE-BASED MANAGEMENT LITERATURE
Although EBDM concept is quite emerging, however it has been admired more for last few years.
Literature available is largely reflective usually lacking a concrete experimental base. Moreover, great
deal of literature depicts on beliefs concerning evidence-based medicine and instances of
accomplishment from medical area. Dean and Bowen (1994) has explained that research can be
helpful and imperative to note down that suggestions on evidence-based medicine inclined to be
context autonomous and absolutely universal, while managerial instructions are conditional and
responsive to difference in organizational perspective.
The available literature lacks no proper definition of evidence and an established theory for framework
of evidence. Rousseau and McCarthy (2007) said that process regarding decision making based on
evidence its effects of power, organizational politics and circumstance though recognized, are not
conceptualized and imagined. The major centre concerning existing literature is on part of educators
and researchers who facilitate to make evidence-based management process easy. There are debates in
relation to similarities plus dissimilarities among medical sector and management practitioners. The
job of executive and how facts can be used as a basis for decision- making are concerns that are not
frequently talked about.
Evidence-based approach beginning can be traced back in 1980s when British government
progressively put emphasis on necessitate for well-versed policy and practices that were precise as
well demanding basis of proof. In particular it was centre on efficiency of public services that regularly
led to progress for thorough guidelines and most excellent practice manuals in a lot of disciplines.
According to Cook, (1997b); Greenhalgh, (1997), approach based on evidence has became significant
in medical science together with health care by critiquing implied also unconventional data
compilation and understanding techniques. Peckham, 1991 has rightly explained that evidence-based
medicine resulted in recognizing on whole significant and required fields of study in medical practice
throughout defining nationwide level research strategies cheering successful distribution and
circulation of research findings. One most important accomplishments regarding evidence-based
movement in medical field was enhancement excellence for review procedure in course of systematic
reviews that create study in visible and reproducible mode.
The evidence-based management literature also suggested transfer from conventional narrative
reviews to logical. The research based on context-sensitive research would be fit method in developing
evidence for discipline. While accepting this need, Tranfield et al. (2003) compared both medical
research and management research on aspects such as nature of research culture, discipline, review
protocol and research design etc. They claimed that nature of management discipline is different as
medicine field proves to be convergent in nature.
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In fact, for management literature there is no guidance as what passes in relevance to evidence and who
is accountable for measuring body of knowledge and assessing data that needs to be diffused for
practitioners. Further key centre of literature on EBDM is helpful to managers. Rousseau and
McCarthy (2007) suggested that if learning by management is determined on evidence, decisionmaking of managers and organizations will accomplish enhanced outcomes. This idea is chiefly based
on Peter Drucker’s (1966) statement of recurring nature for majority organizational issues. It pursues
that in regard to explaining problems; executives can utilize connected principles based on evidence
for constructing effectual decisions (Rousseau and McCarthy, 2007). The joint experiences in health
care with that of management education suggested descriptions for key characters in educating
evidence-based management. Locke and Latham (1990) principles regarding goal setting also
encouraged instructors to centre on ideology where science is obvious and convergent. They suggested
that educators should build up choice responsiveness in management students so that they recognize
every small act and non-action is itself a decision. It chances them to put for practice regarding
evidence. Still, there are numerous barriers regarding an EBDM education. For example, in it exists no
clear initiative or regulation concerning evidence in area of social science as suggested by Westen and
Bradley, (2005). In addition, while education in medical field is tremendously all same, this is not case
for MBAs and other forms of management education.
Modern governance is experiencing growing pressures for superior transparency, responsibility and
horizontal management. These factors tied with forces of globalization, media and better stakeholder
expectations for commitment and consultation that have enhanced demands on government for quality
service with money value. Thus EBDM has achieved considerable respect as a required tool in meeting
these challenges. The importance of EBDM has also been explained by Jim Hmurovich in given lines
by giving the example of staff and manager conversation.
“When somebody on staff asks what we should do to address a problem, the first questions I now ask
are ‘What does the research say? What is the evidence base? What information can we gather to
determine if it will fit in different contexts?’ It’s become a way of life.” – Jim Hmurovich
METHODOLOGY
The methodology of hermeneutics, i.e., identification, investigation, interpretation and integration,
has been utilised in the present paper. A significant relationship has been analyzed and explored
between ancient wisdom related to EBDM practice from “Three Special Brahmins” story of Betal
Pachisi and present prevailing decision-making in organisations with special reference to medical
science and judicial area. Based on the thorough investigation and analysis a conceptual framework
has been given that will prove to be useful for present scenario to various organizations.
CASE-I: EVIDENCE BASED DECISION MAKING IN ANCIENT CONTEXT
In ancient context the current study investigates and explores one of the stories from Betaal Pachisi
titled as Three Brahmins. Mahakavi Somdev Bhatt wrote these stories nearly 2,500 years ago. It is an
old methodically Sanskrit composed scripture that is also mentioned in Arabian Nights. The hero of
stories, King Vikram, was Vikramditya who ruled over India (Bharat) in the first century BC.
Vikramaditya was a renowned ruler of ancient India, characterised as supreme king. He is
acknowledged for his charity, bravery and patronage of scholars. Vikramaditya is featured in hundreds
of conventional Indian legends, as well as those in Baital Pachisi and Singhasan Battisi. We find
explanation concerning him in “Katha-Sarit-Sagara” written by a Kashmiri Pundit in Sanskrit called
Soma Deva Bhatta in middle of 12th century AD. This is the major collection of Indian tales ever.
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The discussion of all stories mentioned in Betal Pachisi is obviously beyond scope of this research
paper and therefore, the current paper discusses only one story “Three Brahmins” which remained the
basis for this paper. All stories move around two characters mainly wise King Vikramaditya and ghost
Betaal. The king was requested by a sage to carry ghost ‘Betal’ for him. So, when he proceeded for this
task he met Betal. In first meeting of Vikram and Betal, when king caught ghost, it put condition for
king. Ghost said to him as both of them has to cover a long distance so in lieu of relieving tedious walk,
he (ghost) will tell story to him (king). But if king utter even one word till they reach to destination. He
(ghost) will go back to tamarind tree. King gave its consent and remained listening Betaal’s story. But
at end of each (twenty five) story Betal did same process, that each and every time he told king story.
But when king gave him reply he moved back to the same tree from where he (king) has caught him.
The current story was told by Betal to king Vikram for which he has to make final decision. The story is
regarding three sons of Brahmin for the declaration that who is more fastidious amidst the all three. For
it the King (not the king vikram) of that region conducted test for all the three sons one by one and
responsibility for making a final decision was given to the king of the region. The king of the region
analyzed carefully and thoroughly the outcome of the tests. However, evidence was found in the case
of third son only. Now, Betal also asked to king Vikram that in whose favour the king of that region
should have to give his final decision. Then the king Vikram replied to Betal that as for the other two
sons, just assumptions were made by the person’s concerned to it and no sound and tangible evidence
was found and in the case of third son sound evidence was found for his fastidiousness. That’s why the
decision should be given in favour of third son of Brahmin. Therefore, it can also be said that evidence
is required for judicious and effective decision-making. Further applicability and relevance of above
discussed story has also been examined for two selected areas in current scenario.
CASE-II: MEDICAL SCIENCES AND EBDM
The bold new way of Evidence based practice has brought a storm in medical establishments for past
decade. In thought that choices for medicinal care ought to be found concerning most recent and
paramount information which really works. As indicated by Dr. David Sackett, the human being
mainly connected through evidence supported solution, characterizes this as "the thorough, express
and judicious utilization of recent most excellent evidence in settling on choices about concern of
individual patients." Recent examinations demonstrate that around 15% of their choices are evidence
based. Generally, this is what doctors depend on it rather than outdated learning picked up in school.
This concept can also be implicit from the Jeffrey Pfeffer and Robert Sutton article of their description
which comes into view in print on September 4, 2011, on Page BU8 of New York edition with headline:
Trust the Evidence, Not your Instincts.” The article highlights importance of evidence in medical
science. The role of EBDM in medical science can be explained with the help of an example which has
been given below.
Suppose that a person have a severe disease. The doctor recommended that patient a disturbing,
agonizing and expensive treatment. Actually she did not utter anything because she hadn’t discussed
with research as in for the main part studies has been found that treatment was ineffective and fraught
with negative side effects. But finally as it was prescribed by doctor and patient go throughout the
process, which doesn’t demonstrate to be effective. Later on patient have gone through research which
doctor not succeeded to consult. When the patient asked doctor whether you have gone through
research in relation to this cure she replied who gives consideration to studies and I have years of
experimental practice. But according to the set of laws and procedures she ought to go through work.
Then this practice of doctor will be considered as misconduct.
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Practice of evidence-based medicine enables in minimizing avoidable errors. However, in majority of
workplaces, sound evidence-based practice is ignored and that causes damage to the staffs, their wellbeing and eventually group performance. Many firms replicate the performance pay model of other
institutions without checking its suitability in their firms and consequently it proves unproductive. This
concern is also having its correlation with the facts based decision given by king, Vikramaditya.
CASE-III: JUDICIARY SYSTEM AND EBDM
In order to understand the importance of role played by evidence-based decision making in judicious
field, we can take the case of “Aarushi Talwar murder case, 2008”. This case also proves importance of
evidence in judicial area. The worth of evidence has been proved with concluding lines given by
Allahabad High Court in its decision that as per circumstances and evidence on record court can’t held
guilty Talwar’s in double blind case for murder of their daughter named Aarushi Talwar and servant
Hemraj. The Talwar couple got benefit of doubt by the court and were acquitted in double murder case.
The high court judges turned down the lower court decision and rejected the concept of circumstantial
evidence. Thus, it can be said that lack of concrete proof led to benefit of doubt and acquittal. Even
Court has acquitted Talwar couple by narrating loopholes in CBI investigation. The court has also
given the statement that previous decision was made on circumstantial basis. The acquittal decision
was made by the court after cross-examination of 39 witnesses produced by the prosecution. Here
incidental evidence relied on the fact of fingerprint at crime sight. However, the direct evidence
supports truth of statement in a straight and clear way with no need for any extra evidence. So, because
of be deficient in direct evidence the court finally acquitted Talwar couple. Similarly in India the two
another leading cases of Priya darshani Matoo and Jessica Lal were heavily based on circumstantial
evidence.
This scenario is very aptly connected with the current base of theme taken in this research paper. In the
story of three Brahmin also the evidence enabled the king in decision-making. The king Vikramaditya
has given decision in favour of that Brahmin where direct evidence was found. While in case of two
other Brahmins only circumstances evidence was there.
PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR EVIDENCE BASED DECISIONMAKING
In any organization the managers, executives and other decision-making officials prefers their
judgment from opinion-based to evidence-based decision-making to ensure sound and effective
decision. After thorough analysis of the case of Vikram-Betal story, cases of different areas wherein
evidence-based practice is there and various reviews of study, a framework for evidence- based
decision-making has been proposed.
PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The framework has considered various points and aspects in the story analyzed in the paper. The given
below proposed framework incorporates application of ancient story’s wisdom and practices in
various areas discussed in the paper. It discusses structure of steps for decision- making based on
evidence.
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Figure 1 – Proposed Conceptual Framework
Source: Author
The process of EBDM proposed in the framework can be explained as below:
I) Assembly of evidence from different sources: In this step, evidenceis searched through various
sources for collecting appropriate information on issues that are very imperative for decision-making.
Evidence from contextual source includes attitudinal statements, beliefs, value preferences,
orientations and other personal impressions of self and others. Evidence from research sources
includes logical investigation and study of both materials and sources for ascertaining facts and
arriving at conclusion. In addition to contextual source and research source, experiential source is used
for assembly of evidence that focuses on observation, trial-and-error or experience regarding the
evidence. After deciding and confirming the source, an effort is made to establish a proper relationship
between the source and stakeholders at organization. Finally, authentication is completed into the
context and that data will help in validation of evidence.
ii) Understanding the hierarchy of evidences: Here, relevancy and hierarchy of evidence is
considered and examined. The various sections and segments of the institution are also given due
importance in deciding the soundness of evidence and the way wherein it has to be used. The
significance and relevance of evidence is also based on its typology namely primary or secondary.
Thus in this step, decision-makers weigh the hierarchy of evidence based on the various sources and
levels namely quantitative, qualitative, conventional intuition and other knowledge. This process
enables the decision-makers in understanding the hierarchy of evidence in terms of where to use, what
to use and how to use.
iii) Establishment of evidence for facilitator: Accuracy of evidence is checked based on its source,
context and numbers. Clarity of facts, source of facts and soundness of analysis of facts are examined
to ensure the reliability of evidence. The relevance of evidence is examined in terms of its impact on
stakeholder and availability within time limit. Finally, the evidence is established for the purpose of
decision-making based on three factors i.e. accuracy, relevancy and reliability.
In the current paper all the cases taken for discussion i.e. case-I, II and III has used steps of this
framework designed for evidence based decision making. Proper study of all the proofs and supported
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material has been done in the three cases. Then level of importance of evidences was checked. A
thorough examination of all the evidences in various contexts was checked. At last, on the basis of
objectivity, relevance and credibility final decision was taken by the respective practitioners.
IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS AND PRACTIOTIONER
In the era of globalization, diversity and complex environment, decision-making in any organization
has become quite demanding and challenging. A huge amount of money and time are spent for
implementation of a particular decision in an organization however, in many cases decisions are
proved to be ineffective as not backed with sound facts and evidence. Therefore, need of EBDM is
greatly felt in every organisation. It is debatable that whether evidence-based or opinion-based
decision-making is more effective and judicious. It is extremely important question and requires
assessment of a great number of circumstances, contexts and organisations where practice of evidencebased is applied. Mountaineering the evidence hierarchy enhances the projecting power of the
facilitator’s decision. As, shifting from subjective to objective data can increase the consistency of the
evidence, rising likelihood of achievement. Gathering evidence will naturally cause modification and
identification of missing criterion, assisting decision makers to add transparency to the needs and
desires activating the decision. This will often comprise identification of factors to put off when
collected evidence suggests possible long term negative consequences that might not have been
measured. The proposed framework in the study synthesise various studies done in EBDM and uses
the ancient wisdom and practice explored through the selected story and also cases from current
scenarios that may be useful for managers and practitioners working in various organisations. The
proposed framework in present study will facilitate and enable the managers and practitioners in taking
sound and judicious decision- making.
CONCLUSION
The paper draws managerial lessons in the area of evidence based decision-making from the story of
Vikram Betal. The critical investigation and exploration of the selected story provided deep insights
and wisdom related to EBDM practice used in ancient time by the great King. Further literature
concerning to current context i.e. evidence based decision has studied then some cases in current
scenarios from various areas has been used has taken for consideration. The suggested framework in
the current paper can be applied and also would be useful in various modern organizations for ensuring
best decisions based on evidence. The framework may be useful in resolving the problems faced by
managers and practioners in decision-making. Thus at last simply to line up the significance of EBDM
in context to non evidence based decision making has been given by making a simple differentiation
between the both. As non evidence based decision making can be considered formulating an
underlying argument, for oneself or others, that a selected option will bring a favoured outcome.
Options set a course for prospect results. The spirit of a decision can be symbolized as, "If one chooses
‘A’ as specific option then ‘B’ as specific desired result and its consequences will happen." The
fundamental idea is that our alternative will cause, in entire or in part, the required result in the future.
In contrast evidence based decision making offers information that supports this underlying argument.
It provides information to set-up the possibility or obviousness of the desired effect based on what we
select. In theory, the evidence should enhance our level of self-confidence in attaining the favoured
results. Final explanation of evidence based decision making can also be completed with the help of
quotes given by some famous authors and philosophers: “Do not leave inferences to be drawn when
evidence can be presented”-Richard Wright (1908-1960) and “Each man must reach its own verdict by
weighing all relevant evidence”- Leonard Peikoff (1933.)
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ABSTRACT
The global market for sports was worth between $600-$700 billion. Significant growth prospects in the
market were expected because of Socio Political changes, commercialization of sports in developing
nations and increased competitiveness.
Indian Sports Goods Industry had a century old history and it prospered due to the skills and expertise
of its workforce. The world of sports goods complement the passion India has for sports. The Indian
market for sports goods was valued at US$ 2 billion in 2012-13 and estimated to reach over US$ 4
billion by 2018.
In 2014–15, the UK, the US, the UAE, Australia, South Africa and Germany were the major export
markets for Indian sports goods. France, Poland, the Netherlands, Canada, Belgium, New Zealand and
Italy were emerging export destinations.
Avina Sports, a dedicated provider of sports goods, equipments, material to Indian sports players was a
part of A & S Group. The annual turnover of A & S Group was approximately Rs. 250 Crores and
projected sales turn-over of Avina Sports only for 2017-2018 was about 180 crores.
Avina Sports was one of the fastest growing brands having its presence in all the states of India. It had
efficient distribution networks across India. It had planned and achieved organic growth.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE & METHODOLOGY
Sports Goods Industry was shifted from Pakistan to India and this research work tried to explore
“opportunities and challenges faced by Spots Goods manufacturer in India.”
This research work is a Case Study Research, based on secondary data collected from various sources
and primary data collected through schedule-based interview. As firm was not willing to disclose its
identity, it is written as Disguised Case.
AVINA: AN INTRODUCTION
Avina Sports, a dedicated manufacturer and supplier of sports goods, equipments, material to Indian
sports fraternity was a part of A & S Group. It came into existence in 1935 in Sialkot, Pakistan and later
shifted and expanded in Jalandhar, India. The group companies catered to three main categories;
manufacturing, distribution and sports infrastructure development. The annual turnover of A & S
Group was approximately Rs. 250 Crores and projected sales turn-over of Avina Sports alone for 20172018 was about 180 crores.
For the operational efficiency, A & S Group had two verticals: Avina Sports and S. Industries. Avina
Sports from a small beginning in the year 1935, over decades, had transformed into a big company
having interests ranging from manufacturing of sports goods to sports accessories to sports
infrastructures development. The company introduced products which became legendary classics and
earned nation-wide popularity for the company in all the sports it participated; be it Football,
Volleyball, Basketball, Tennis, Hockey, Badminton or Squash. In 2012, company got its shining star
inspected and certified from FIFA and similarly, had many more achievements in other sports goods
categories.
Avina Sports was one of the fastest growing brands in India and had its presence across all the states of
India. It had an efficient distribution network across the length and breadth of India having around
1400 distribution points. Variety of sports goods were being marketed by Avina Sports through its wide
distribution network ranging from all types of ball games to sports footwears to sports accessories and
gears under the brand name “Avina”. In the initial phase, the company used to import various designs
of footballs having the in-house production but in the later years, the company built its in-house design
studio to develop and test different designs of the footballs and other ball games. The company had
built up a huge production facility in Jalandhar, India by adopting foreign and innovative technology.
Avina Sports goods were manufactured at Jalandhar, an industrial township famous for sports industry
in Punjab. The company also had tied up with many international companies dealing in sports
infrastructure development to aid in developing the sports infrastructures in India like indoor stadiums,
squash courts, basketball courts, outdoor tennis courts and many more. Backed by generations of
sportsmen, AVINA was the true INDIAN Iconic Sports Brand. Keeping the tradition of in house
technology development, Mr. Ramesh developed one of the paths breaking technology which helped
in reducing the leakages in different ball, thus providing the more advanced Basketballs and
Volleyballs to the players.
The company learned and later developed technology by investing hugely to generate the prints for the
sports apparel. Similarly, the company was using polyurethane chemical in the manufacturing of
football, basketball and volleyball which in turns made the goods more durable and abrasion free.
Strong dedication of Avina Sports for providing superior sports products and the critical feedback from
distributors, retailers and sports players had helped the company to become one of the fastest selling
sports goods company in India. (Annexure 1)
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GLOBAL SPORTS INDUSTRY: AN OVERVIEW
Global sports industry includes infrastructure construction, sporting goods, licensed products and live
sports events. Sports industry in the world was commonly ruled by foreign players. The global market
for sports was worth $600 billion to $700 billion. Significant growth prospects in the market were
expected to be boosted by the growing needs and expectations of the sports players due to – fervent fan
base, latest trends in sports and international standards. US was the largest market for sports goods
which nearly accounts for one-third of the global market. However, the fastest growing markets among
the countries around the world were Middle East and Africa. Asian countries were also growing at a
higher rate than the global average.
In Asia, counties like China and India had a large consumer base and simultaneously, the consumption
patterns of sports goods and other sports accessories across Asia were also growing day by day. Despite
this trend, in developing countries like India, the per capita consumption of sports goods was very low.
The major reasons behind this issue in comparison to developed nations was low per capita purchasing
power; the sports is treated as a luxury commodity; the general public don’t see any future in sports and
they play sports only for fun sake and last but not the least, central and state governments do not give
priority to develop sports and sports infrastructure, rather they pay more emphasis on providing basic
amenities to the common people.
SPORTS INDUSTRY – INDIA
Indian goods sports industry had a long history and because of the skills and the expertise of its
workforce, it had prospered and reached the present levels. The word sports goods complement the
passion India had for sports. The Indian market for sports goods was valued at US$ 2 billion in 2012-13
and it was estimated to reach over US$ 4 billion by 2018. The market was growing as 35-40 per cent on
Y-O-Y basis. With a population base of over 1.25 billion along with ever-changing consumer
preferences, India had a huge opportunity in sports goods industry and in one of its allied industry i.e.
apparel industry as the same was showing impressive and resilient growth.
The growth in sports industry was also gaining momentum because of increasing awareness about
health and fitness in the country. Indian sports industry was labor-intensive in nature as it was
providing employment to more than 500,000 people. The heart of this industry in India is in and around
the states of Punjab and Uttar Pradesh. Jalandhar in the state of Punjab and Meerut in the state of Uttar
Pradesh accounted for nearly 75 per cent of total production.
In 2014–15, UK, USA, UAE, Australia, South Africa and Germany were the major centers of export
for Indian sports industry. In the last few years, France, Poland, the Netherlands, Canada, Belgium,
New Zealand and Italy, were also emerging as the major export destinations for the Indian sports
industry.Jointly, the two towns (Jalandhar and Meerut) house more than 3,000 manufacturing units and
more than 130 exporters. Inflatable balls, cricket bats & leg pads, rugby balls, sports nets and
gymnasium & athletics equipment accounted for more than 35 per cent of the total sports goods
exports, in 2014–15. Nearly 60 per cent of the sports goods manufactured in Jalandhar consisted of
different kinds of inflatable balls. Albeit at a lower scale, the Indian sports goods industry also had a
presence in Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai.5
With changing lifestyle of Indians (especially youngster) and with more disposable incomes, the
Indian and primarily, the youth had become more health conscious. Thus, they had integrated sports
and sportswear as a part of their daily routine resulting in greater spending on sportswear and sports
goods. Owing to this ever-changing phenomenon of tastes and preferences among the younger
generation, many international sports brands (Nike, Adidas, Wilson, Dunlop sports and Reebok) had
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made their presence felt in the Indian sports goods and apparels industry.
Only few Indian brands like Jonex, Cosco, Avina sports were there to give some sort of competition to
these brands. The Indian brands were able to outperform these International brands with their
breakthrough technologies and innovative products but since, they were lacking in marketing
activities, they provided chance to these international brands to make their presence felt in the Indian
sports industry.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE & METHODOLOGY
Before the partition of India in 1947, the present Pakistan was the main manufacturing hub of sports
goods industry and after the partition took place, many manufacturers from the present Pakistan shifted
their manufacturing bases to India and more precisely, they established their bases in Punjab and Uttar
Pardesh. This research work tried to explore the “opportunities and challenges” faced by Sports Goods
manufacturer in India with special reference to Avina Sports.
This research work is a Case Study Research, based on secondary data collected from various sources
and primary data collected through the scheduled-based interview. As the firm was not willing to
disclose its identity, the present case was written as a Disguised Case.
BUSINESS IDEA
The company was founded as A & S Group. The brand name “AVINA” was given by Mr. Ramesh who
came out with the idea to launch sports products across the country to shape the sports industry. With
employee force of more than 2000, AVINA sports has a 1400 strong dealer network spreading to the
length and breadth of India.
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Among the ‘four Ps’ of Marketing Mix, the P for place is related with the distribution. The main nucleus
of channels of distribution is delivery. The distribution network covers the channels, through which
distribution of public and private goods and services can be made available to the end users for
consumption. Marketing channels have many marketing intermediaries such as retailers, wholesalers,
agents and brokers etc.
“Channel of distribution is a path traced in the direct or indirect transfer of the title to a product as it
moves from a producer to ultimate consumers or industries users” EW Cundif and RS Stil.
“A channel of distribution or marketing channel is a structure of intra-company organization, unites
and intra-company agents and dealers and retailers through which a commodity product or service in
marketed” American Marketing Association
In the first year only with the help of only few initial supporters, Avina Sports started the distribution of
sports goods. In the initial years, the distribution of sports goods was restricted only to Punjab and later,
the company extended its reach to various parts of UP. And from there on, there was no looking back as
the company spread its wings to every corner of India with a strong distribution channel of more than
1400 distributors and dealers and in the present scenario, even making its presence felt in the modern
retail formats. The company had distributors in both urban and rural areas so that the Avina products
could reach the last mile.
The company had a well-established organizational structure which was the main ingredient for every
firm’s consistent growth and acts as a source of competitive advantage. To further boost its sales,
AVINA was adopting push promotional strategy which involved "Taking the product to the customer"
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eitherby negotiating with retailers or doing promotion in trade shows or getting the feedbacks from the
players or showcasing its latest offerings in different tournaments.
In the year 2005, A & S Group became one of the first companies to start a new channel of sales and
distribution (modern retail format) i.e. the introduction of AVINA brand in “Metro Cash and Carry”,
the B2B channel. The company was understanding the changing needs of the customers and to keep
abreast with the changing tastes and needs of the customers, Avina was introducing variety of sports
goods in different categories at different price points. The company was offering sports goods in 12
different sports categories having the widest product range to cater to the different needs of the
customers. Having an eye on the ever-changing requirements of the sports persons and to leverage its
brand AVINA, it extended its brand in to sports apparel category and cricket gears category. Avina was
earning reasonable profits in the domestic market and was serving the Indian sports industry by
fulfilling its needs and requirements.
Since the target audience of the Avina was youth who were either players or occasional sports lovers or
health conscious people, the company also made its presence on the online platforms Snapdeal and
Flipkart. The target audience of the company was loving the availability of their products online. The
company had a unique feature of reaching to the end users of the products through its sales personnel.
The sales personnel would visit the players and coaches on regular basis to have their feedbacks on the
already launched products and how new innovations could be brought in the existing products.
This feedback mechanism had proved to be a backbone for the growth of the company as the company
was in direct contact with the end users and influencers of end users. Only because of this mechanism,
the company introduced many innovative products through innovative techniques. The distributors
cater to the needs of different zones wherein they had their own dealers and the company was also
serving its own dealers through its dedicated team of sales personnel.
The company had a dedicated team of sales personnel catering to every division of A & S Group,
wherein one sales team was focusing on Balls and Footwear section, the other team on Gym
accessories and latest team was focusing on Sportswear as the sportswear segment was introduced only
in 2014. Every sales personnel were provided with a very detailed sales plan wherein his movements
were already known to him as well as to the company and thorough the advanced GPS system, his
movements and orders were properly tracked.
THE BRAND EXTENSION
Brand extension or brand stretching is a marketing strategy in which a firm marketing a product with a
well-developed image uses the same brand name in a different product category.Similarly, Avina was
able to leverage its brand in sports apparel and cricket gear segment as it was able to make good inroads
in the sports apparel and cricket gear segments. Avina core product categories were football,
volleyball, basketballs and the accessories related to these ball games. But, now it had extended its
brand name to sportswear, tennis equipment and accessories, footwear (sports as well as general),
fitness equipment, travel bags and many more categories related to different sports.7
General manager said that brand extension helped in enhancing brand image, availability of variety of
sports goods helped meet demands of varied customers and the company also had labelling and
packaging efficiency.
CONCLUSION
AVINA was the India’s leading sports brand actively involved in promoting sports in the country.
Avina Sports was one of the fastest growing brands having its presence in all the states of India. It had
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efficient distribution networks across India. Avina planned and implemented its strategy of brand
extension and strategy of organic growth very well making it the leading sports goods manufacturer of
India. The company with its huge success in home market company can expand overseas by entering
the new market by exporting. When a business venture would decide to enter an overseas market, there
would be variety of options open to it. There would be many factors which must be considered while
entering the overseas market like cost, risk and the degree of control which could be exercised over
them. If company would expand through exports, the company could expect profit from both domestic
as well as overseas market.
Questions to be discussed:
1. Analyze micro environment of India and its influence on Indian Sports Good Industry.
2. Write a note on strategy adopted by Avina.
3. Suggest a promotion mix for Avena specifying promotional budget.
4. What is Organic Growth? Discuss various factors related to it.
ANNEXURE 1: LEADING SPORTS MANUFACTURER IN INDIA
Avina Sports
Tracer
Cosco
Globe Sports
Jonex Sports
Source: Discussion with industry expert
ANNEXURE 2: DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OF AVINA SPORTS
MANUFACTURERS

SUPERSTOCKISTS

DISTRIBUTORS

WHOLESALERS

RETAILERS

CUSTOMERS
Source: Discussion with General Manager
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ABSTRACT
The Kerala banking system consists of 27 public sector banks, 16 private sector banks, 5 foreign banks,
1 RRB - Kerala Gramin Bank and 3 co-operative banking system in addition to cooperative credit
institutions. Reserve Bank of India banking statistics and SLBC-Kerala Report-2017 indicates that
Indian banking system has been reached at every corner in Kerala, and also increases the deposits,
credits and accounts. At present banking sectors are giving different types of savings bank account
with unique features focusing on different financial class customers, different age group customers,
women customers, salaried peoples, business man etc., they also charge different type fees on different
services. These types of offerings are a part of financial inclusion. The Report on State of Financial
Inclusion in Kerala-2016 by Tara Nair and Devanshi Patani, concludes that state have complete
literacy rate, hence the peoples are widely understood the importance of banking sector and also
peoples are trusting with the banking sector. Report also shows that much of banking in the state has
been limited to savings. In this context this study is examining the value of due diligence exhibited by
customer in a banking institution. The study has focused with the identification parade by bank
customer for identifying their own savings bank account by reading its key features only, reason for
right and wrong identification made by the bank customers, and awareness about banking services,
charges, fees and limit of usage. The study summary of findings, conclusion and recommendation will
be strengthen the performance of financial inclusion, banking sector, and will helpful to update the
financial inclusion plan and to accomplish the aim of financial literacy.
Keywords: Financial Inclusion, Due Diligence, Financial Literacy, SLBC-Kerala, Savings, Features
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INTRODUCTION
Indian banking sector is one of the fastest growing sector in the world but with struggling to
incorporate all people inside in the banking sector without considering their financial capacity. At
present India Government had took a great effort to change the traditional and modern banking
industry to digital banking industry, however the digital India program indicates that majority of the
rural people are too far from the digital banking sector. In this context banking sector has been
providing different type of savings bank account and other services which can be affordable to the rural
and financially backward people. The Report on State of Financial Inclusion in Kerala-2016 by Tara
Nair and Devanshi Patani, indicates that the banking sectors having 22, 921 access points among the 14
districts of Kerala and SLBC-Kerala Report 2018 says that Kerala banking sector is showing an
increasing trend regarding total deposit, and the report shows that Kerala banking sectors has reached
D47462888 lakhs deposit as at March 2017.
Table 1: Total Access Point of Kerala Banking Sector-Including Branches and ATM
Districts

Access Point

Districts

Access Point

Districts

Access Point

Kasaragod

664

Palakkad

1656

Alappuzha

1241

Kannur

1280

Thrissur

2019

Pathanamthitta

1478

Wayanad

539

Ernakulum

3023

Kollam

1367

Kozhikode

1747

Idukki

758

Thiruvananthapuram

3516

Malappuram

1841

Kottayam

1792

Total

22921

Source: Report on State of Financial Inclusion in Kerala, 2016,
https://www.themix.org/mixmarket/publications/report-state-financial-inclusion-kerala
The financial inclusion report says that banking sectors having 22,921 access points in Kerala and the
customers can easily reached at the access point for banking transaction. Hence, it can be concludes
that Kerala banking sector has reached every corner in Kerala. In this context, this study is focussing on
due diligence of banking customers regarding various banking services and the study is giving the
answers regarding the customer knowledge about their saving bank accounts, its features and their
awareness about banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage.
BANKING SECTOR IS A PERFECT VEHICLE FOR FINANCIAL INCLUSION.. ISN'T IT?
The India Government has taken initiatives for providing banking services to whole sector including
societies especially in the under privileged communities through financial inclusion. By looking at the
objectives of financial inclusion, it could be scene that banking sector is a heavy passenger vehicle with
a proper GPS technology and attractive products and services to accommodate passengers from
different sectors. The banking sector has been providing different services and products in the society
according to their needs and financial capacity and at presently everyone have bank account and
enjoying different services and products. Clearly it can be say that banking sector is successfully linked
with the society without any discriminate. In this sense it can be say that banking sector is a heavy
vehicle that supporting financial inclusion objectives.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Applications of modern technology helped service excellence, by improving operating processes and
helping to gather and collate more information both about and for the customers, so that the banks can
provide customers with better and more appropriate services (Kleiner, et al, 1996). Increased
competition in the financial services sector has forced even the most reluctant institutions to analyze
the opportunities offered by new technologies in the delivery of financial products (Fillotte, et al,
1997). Internet and mobile banking the barrier exists among those consumers who simply prefer to
deal directly with the bank instead of learning to use new technologies (Fain and Roberts, 1997). In the
Indian Banking sector, SBI group are more efficient than the nationalized banks. The main source of
inefficiency was found to be technical in nature than locative. It has concluded that inefficiency in
public sector banks is mainly due to underutilization or wasting of resources rather than incorrect input
combinations (Das, Abhiman, 1997). Electronic banking products introducing new opportunities in
the electronic arena and which brings new operational and strategic risk (John Wenninger, 2000), as he
said electronic banking products and services brings new business opportunities to the business world
and providing choices of selection to the customers and also this brings new treats, challenges like
security treats etc. Consumer behaviour was consistent with their preference, which includes
convenience, incentives, control, privacy, security and personnel involvement (Mantel, 2000). He
suggested that consumers make rational decisions regarding the use of alternative of E-payment
instruments rather than irrationally resistant to change. Critical role of e-services is an element of
customer strategy (T. R. Roland et. al., 2001), they argued that a firm's e-strategy needs to be centered
on e-service: the interactive flow of information between customer and firm. Any other focus will not
be sustainable. The essential innovation available to markets as a result of the Internet is instantaneous
and two-way communication link with customers. Basic consumer belief about internet banking could
create more effective customer communication, improve software and target prospects in a better way
(Karjaluoto, 2002). S. Arora argued that there was a wide gap among the customers of public, private
and foreign banks regarding awareness of banking services except some traditional banking services
the awareness of public sector bank customers regarding other schemes and modern services was
negligible (S. Arora, 2005). The study found that public sector bank did not advertise their services but
private sector banks are advertising their services and products through different channels and their
bank staffs. Guerrero examined the usage of internet banking by Europeans and their results indicate
that ownership of diverse financial products and services, attitude towards finances and trust in the
internet as a banking channel influence clients usage of internet banking (Guerrero, et, al., 2007).
Information technology is the frontier which adds value to the services of which increases the customer
base-a strong foundation to the super structure. Managing customers is one of the main problems faced
by banks (R. Iswarya, 2015). Majority of the male and female respondents (Rural areaThiruvananthapuram) awareness level was very poor in related to basic banking services and products.
Hence the study concludes that rural people banking literacy is very poor (Nadia Shah et. al., 2017).
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The primary aim of financial inclusion is to include everyone in the society by giving them basic
financial services without looking at a person’s income or savings and also focuses that should provide
financial services in a transparent mode without any hidden transaction cost and make it fair. But at
present banks are providing various services to the society with announced charges or fee and people
are using these services with or without knowing the charges or fees. As earlier said providing a basic
financial service to the society without any discrimination is one of the objectives and another
important objective is to improve financial literacy and financial awareness in the nation. These two
objectives are the two side of a coin. In probability sense if the coin is biased then randomly getting a
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toss is also biased in each flip. The question is our coin i.e., financial inclusion is biased or not in the
practical sense, are the banks are providing sufficient information to their customers about various
services and products is one the important question while thinking about the fair practices have been
running in the banking sector. T. R. Roland et.al said that the interactive flow of information between
customer and firm will be sustainable and any other focus will not be sustainable (T. R. Roland et.al,
2001). In this context the flow of information is very valuable in globalised scenario; because of
accurate information is an element of user’s satisfaction. As earlier said, financial literacy is depends
on information provided by the banks; because of lack of information will be unfair practices among
weak and under privilege society in India especially in the situation like majority of the rural people are
still too far from the banking sector.
According to the Reserve Bank of India strict rules and regulation, banks are providing detailed
information about their services and products through different channels like internet, television, news
papers etc. The question are they (customer) able to understood these information or are they willing to
read these information while enjoying banking services or are they updating these information etc. In
this context the term Due Diligence is pointing towards the customers while keeping banking services
and products. The due diligence is an investigation of a business or person prior to signing a contract, or
an act with a certain standard of care. In this study proposed an operational definition for due diligence
is “an investigation through reading or enquiring by a customer prior to take any services and products
availed from banks”. It is very important to know the eligibility, benefits, limitations, charges and fees
incorporated with the banking products and services. Presently banks have been charging to their
services and products and they have already announced different charges or fee to their services and
products through different channels like internet, their website or through their branch. In this context
this research work entitled “Value of Due Diligence Exhibited by Customer in a Banking Institution”
has tested the customer due diligence through an identification parade of different savings bank
account provided by Federal bank and State Bank of India and their awareness about different banking
services, charges or fees and limitations incorporated with the services and products.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1.

To perform an identification parade by bank customer for identifying their own savings bank
account by reading its key features only.

2.

To find the reason for right and wrong identification made by the bank customers

3.

To analyse the bank customers awareness about banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage

4.

To compare gender wise and educational qualification wise knowledge of customers regarding
banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY
H0: There is no significant difference between Federal bank male and female customers awareness
level regarding banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage
H0: There is no significant difference between State bank of India male and female customer’s
awareness level regarding banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage
H0: Federal Bank customer’s awareness level is not significantly depends on their educational
qualification
H0: SBI customer’s awareness level is not significantly depends on their educational qualification
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H0:

There is no significant difference between Federal bank male and SBI female customer’s
awareness level regarding banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage

H0:

Bank customer’s awareness level is not significantly depends on their educational qualification

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Study has designed as descriptive and analytical in nature and secondary and primary data were used in
this study. Secondary data were collected from Reserve Bank of India statistics, Books, journals,
Thesis and articles. Primary data were collected from Federal Bank and State Bank of India.
SELECTION OF STUDY AREA
On the basis of geographical, historical and cultural similarities, the districts are generally grouped into
North Kerala (Kasaragod, Kannur, Wayanad, Kozhikode, and Malappuram), Central Kerala
(Palakkad, Thrissur, Eranakulam, Idukki) and South Kerala (Thiruvananthapuram, Kollam,
Alappuzha, Pathanamthitta, Kottayam). Total five district were selected by using purposive sampling
method, the criteria was districts those who hold highest number of access point i.e., 1/3 sample
selected from each zone, two district were selected from South zone (Trivandrum and Kottayam), One
district was selected from Central Zone (Ernakulum) and again two districts were selected from north
zone (Kannur and Malappuram).
Reason for choosing access point as selection criteria: - Banking sector access point consists of bank
branches and ATM counters, and this is the place where most of the bank customers are frequently
visiting. Hence the study has decided to fix this as selection criteria, because of the study need genuine
sample respondents for find out their financial literacy through by testing value of due diligence in the
banking industry.
SELECTION OF BANKS
Study was concentrated on bank customers of public sector bank, and private sector banks in Kerala.
Here the study has selected two banks i.e., State bank of Indian from public sector, Federal bank from
private sector. Banks were selected by using purposive sampling method with criteria, the criteria was
banks those who hold highest number of branches in Kerala.
Table 2: Top Five Public and Private Sector Bank In Kerala- Branch Wise
Public Sector
Bank Name

Private Sector

No. of Branches

Bank Name

No. of Branches

State Bank of India

1245

Federal Bank

599

Canara Bank

460

South Indian Bank

464

Union Bank of India

261

Catholic Syrian Bank

276

Syndicate Bank

235

ICICI Bank

173

Indian Overseas Bank

184

HDFC Bank

171

Source: Banking Network Summary,
http://www.slbckerala.com/Banking-Network Summary.aspx
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SELECTION OF BANK CUSTOMERS
Selection of bank customers was based on purposive sampling method with criteria. The criteria were
bank customers must be from educational qualification category from up to SSLC to Doctoral degree
and must be equal weightage to male and female
Reason for using Purposive Sampling Method
Purposive Sampling method is one of the non-probability sampling methods. In the case of banking
industry, population of bank customers are finite, but as per the Privacy Act 1993, which contain 12
privacy principles about personal information and these principles govern-bank collection and storage
of customer information, customers’ right to access and correct information about themselves and the
disclosure of personal information. As per the Privacy Act 1993 (disclosure of personal information),
research is not considered as the reason for disclosure of customers’ personal information, hence the
population of bank customers are considered as unknown population.
Selection of bank customers was gone through three stages. The first stage was deciding the
appropriate sample size from unknown population. Hence the study was used a statistical formula for
deciding the sample size i.e., (Z-score) 2 (Std. D (1-Std.D))/ (MoE) 2. Based on the calculation study
was decided to take 390 samples from unknown population with 95 per cent of confidence level and 5
percent confidence interval.
The second stage was sample size allocation on the basis of Educational qualification and gender of the
respondents. Hence the total sample size was equally allotted to five educational categories of sample
respondents i.e., Educational qualification up to SSLC, +2/Pre-degree, Degree/Diploma, Post
Graduate/Professional and Doctoral Degree
The third stage was selection of sample respondents from the population by using purposive sampling
method. The criterion was made for identifying the sample respondents. The criteria were sample
should be fulfil the educational qualification category made by the researcher and also consider the
equal participation of male and female bank customers.
Table 3 : Sample Distribution
Banks

S

Up to SSLC

+2/Pre-D

De./Di.

PG/Prof.

Doctoral

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

SBI

190

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

Federal

190

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

Total

380

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

DATA COLLECTION
Primary data were collected from bank customers especially from the educational qualification
category made by the researcher. The opinion of the respondents were collected through structures
questionnaire which contain the unique features of different saving accounts operated by the
respective banks without incorporating the name of accounts. The study was assigned to the
respondents to find out which type of accounts they hold with the help of reading the unique features
incorporated in the questionnaire. After fill up the questionnaire researcher has cross checked their
answer with their actual savings bank account. The reason behind for this type of data collection was to
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know whether the customers can identify their Savings bank account based on the unique features
incorporated in the questionnaire. The second part of the questionnaire is to bring the features which
helps customers to identify right one (customers those who successfully identified their savings bank
account) and the third part is reason for wrong selection (customers those who failed to identify their
savings bank account). Then the study has exclude the customers those who identified their savings
bank account correctly by reading its key features and again circulate another questionnaire to
customers those who bring wrong answer. The questionnaire contains basic banking services,
charges/feed and limit of usage. Purpose of this questionnaire was to identify the customer's
knowledge.
SPSS 25 version and MS Excel software were used to analyse the collected data. Both descriptive like
percentage mean and inferential statistical tools like One Way ANOVA and Independent Sample t-test
were used to find the result.
PERIOD OF DATA COLLECTION
Data collection period was from January 2017 to November 2017. Almost approached 900 to 1000
bank customers and finally questionnaire distributed among 600 to 750 bank customers. Around 450
questionnaires was return back and found that 27 questionnaires were partially filled and another 10 of
them are not writing down their contact details, hence 390 questionnaires has selected.
DATA ANALYSIS AND INFERENCES
Table 4 : Educational Qualification wise distribution-Federal Bank
Educational

Federal Bank Customers

Success

EQ wise Success

3 (7.89)

Qualification

Gender

N

Up to SSLC

Female

19

3 (15.79)

Male

19

0

Female

19

2 (10.53)

Male

19

3 (15.79)

Female

19

Male

19

Female

19

4 (21.05)

Male

19

3 (15.79)

Female

19

7 (36.84)

Male

19

5 (26.32)

190

27

+2/Pre-D

De./Di.

PG/Prof.

Doctoral

Total

5 (13.16)

7 (18.42)

12 (31.58)

14.21%

Table 2 indicates that only 14.21 per cent of the respondents were successfully identified their
savings account by reading its features.
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Table 5 : Features which helps to identify right one
S. No

Features

Respondents

Percentage

1

Average Monthly Balance of Rs. 1,000/- must
be maintained

1

3.70

2

Minimum initial remittance of Rs. 10,000/- is required

2

7.41

3

Free daily cash withdrawals up to Rs. 1,00,000 /(through ATM) and Free daily POS transactions up
to Rs. 1,00,000/-

5

18.52

4

Average Monthly Balance of Rs. 25,000/-

8

29.63

5

20 cheque leaves per annum

1

3.70

6

Average Monthly balance of Rs. 1,00,000/- is required

2

7.41

Account view facility on Fednet (Internet Banking)

1

3.70

Only 4 withdrawals in a month are permitted including
branch, ATM, cheque clearing, etc.

7

11.11

Account holder of this scheme will not be eligible to
open any other savings bank deposit accounts in our
bank. If a customer has any other existing savings bank
account, it will be required to be closed within 30 days
from the date of opening this type of Account.

7

14.81

7
*

8a

*

9a

Source: Survey Data, a* = Features of one savings account
Table 3 shows the features which helps the customers to identify their account. Result shows that 11 out
of total 27 customers were identified their account by reading average monthly balance. 2 customers
were selected their account by reading minimum initial remittance, 5 of them were selected their
account by reading daily cash withdrawal limit, 1 customer was identified account by reading 20
cheque leaves per annum and again 1 customers was identified his account by reading Account view
facility on Fednet (Internet Banking) and finally 7 customers were identified their account by reading
8th and 9th key features (8th and 9th features are related to one savings account)
Table 6 : Educational Qualification wise distribution-State Bank of India
Educational

Federal Bank Customers

Success

EQ wise Success

5 (13.16)

Qualification

Gender

N

Up to SSLC

Female

19

2 (10.53)

Male

19

3 (15.79)

Female

19

1 (5.26)

Male

19

3 (15.79)

Female

19

7 (36.84)

Male

19

1 (5.26)

+2/Pre-D

De./Di.

Jaipuria Institute of Management
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Educational

Federal Bank Customers

Success

EQ wise Success

3 (7.89)

Qualification

Gender

N

PG/Prof.

Female

19

1 (5.26)

Male

19

2 (10.53)

Female

19

5 (26.32)

Male

19

1 (5.26)

190

26

Doctoral

Total

6 (15.79)

14%

Table 4 shows that 26 (14 per cent out of 190 customers) SBI customers were successfully
identified their account by reading its key features.
Table 7 : Features which helps to identify the Saving Bank account
Sl. No

Features which helps to identify right one

1a*

Maximum balance /amount-50000

9

34.62

2a*

Aggregate of all withdrawals and transfers in a month
should not exceed Rs 10,000

9

34.62

KYC requirement- Liberalised (Submission of self-attested
photograph and affixation of signature or thumb impression
before the officer of the Bank who is authorized to approve
opening of accounts).

9

34.62

Mode of Operation: Account will be opened in single name only.
There will be a transaction limit cap at Rs. 49,999/- per transaction.
Cash transaction services for this account are not permitted in branch

11

42.31

Can be opened through the YONO by SBI App/ https://
www.sbiyono.sbi portal. Customer needs to download the YONO by
SBI App on his/her Mobile phone/device or use the SBI YONO portal

11

42.31

A basic Rupay Debit Card will be issued. ATM PIN to be generated
through Green PIN process

8

30.77

A Classic Debit Card will be issued in the account, free of cost.
ATM pin has to be generated through Green PIN process. Annual
maintenance charges will be as per extant guidelines for normal
savings accounts. ATM pin has to be generated through
Green PIN process.

6

23.08

Passbook will not be provided in the account. Customer
will be sent an audio-visual statement by email

2

7.69

Customer will be required to maintain minimum balance as
defined for normal Savings Bank Account.

2

7.69

3a*

5b*

6b*

7b*
9c*

10c*
11c*

Source: Survey Data, a*, b* and c*= Features of one savings account
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Table 5 shows that 9 customers were identified their account by reading 1st, 2nd and 3rd features, 11
customers were identified their account by reading 5th, 6th and 7th features and 6 customers were
identified their account by reading 9th, 10th and 11th features.
Table 8: Gender Wise Educational Qualification-Both SBI and FED Bank
Educational

Gender

Federal Bank

Qualification
Up to SSLC

+2/Pre-D

De./Di.

PG/Prof.

Doctoral

State Bank of India

Failed

EQ wise
Failure

Failed

EQ wise
Failure

Female

16 (84.21)

35 (92.11)

17 (89.47)

33 (86.84)

Male

19 (100)

Female

17 (89.47)

Male

16 (84.21)

Female

19 (100)

Male

19 (100)

Female

15 (78.95)

Male

16 (84.21)

Female

12 (63.16)

Male

14 (73.68)

Total

16 (84.21)
33 (86.84)

18 (94.74)

34 (89.47)

16 (84.21)
38 (100)

12 (63.16)

30 (78.95)

18 (94.74)
31 (81.58)

18 (94.74)

35 (92.11)

17 (89.47)
26 (68.42)

14 (73.68)

32 (84.21)

18 (94.74)

163

85.79%

164

86%

Table 6 shows that 85.79 per cent of the Federal bank customers were failed to identified their account
by reading its key features. This indicates that these customers were not aware about their own savings
bank account features, and again 86 per cent of the SBI customers were also failed to identify their
account. Hence it could be concludes that majority of the bank customers are not aware about their
savings bank account key features.
Table 9 : Sample Distribution (Failed Respondents)
Banks

S

Up to SSLC

+2/Pre-D

De./Di.

PG/Prof.

Doctoral

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

Federal

163

19

16

16

17

19

19

16

15

14

12

SBI

164

16

17

16

18

18

12

17

18

18

14

Total

327

35

33

32

35

37

31

33

33

32

26

Table 7 shows the sample distribution of failed respondents (Respondents those who failed to identify
their saving account by reading its key features). After analysing the first survey result, the sample size
was reduced from 380 to 327 i.e., 163 Federal bank customers and 164 SBI customers.
The main reason of wrong selection is respondents are not aware about their own saving bank account
features. Hence the study has raised one question is “what are the reason for wrong selection of savings
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bank account. Open ended question format is used to catch maximum possible reason for wrong
selection. Based on the respondents opinion total 11 reasons were identified
Table 10 : Reason for Wrong Selection and Purpose of Taking
Savings Bank Account-Federal Bank
Reason for wrong
selection-Federal Bank

Up to
SSLC
M F

M

12 17

+2/Pre
F

Degree/
Diploma PG/Prof. Doctoral
M

Total
Response

%

F

M

F

M

F

14 12

14

11

8

8

123

87

14

12 18

-

6

-

-

80

56

13 12

14 13

12

11

128

90

1

Fail to notice key features

15

12

2

illiterate about banking terms

14

16

3

Only follow the instruction
given by the bank employee
and he explained the details
but I couldn’t understand
hence I ignore it

13

14

4

I don’t know English

6

12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

18

13

5

Bank employee helps me to
take accounts

15

16

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

31

22

A person helps me to fill up
the form for starting savings
account

1

-

13

4

-

-

73

51

7

-

12 11

15 17

14 12

Respondents were started their saving account on behalf of certain purpose,
hence they failed to catch the features of their savings account
Degree/
Up to
Reason for wrong
+2/Pre Diploma PG/Prof. Doctoral
Total
SSLC
selection-Federal Bank
Response
M F
M F
M F M F M F
1

My only intension was
deposit money and withdraw

1

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

2

For loan purpose

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

2

3

For getting government
subsidy

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

5

For fellowship purpose

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

2

-

7

5

Part of Ayalkoottam

-

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

Total

5

8

-

-

-

-

-

5

3

-

21

Source: Survey Data, The first part is multiple choice and percentage is
calculated on the basis of 142 customers (163-21=142)
Table 8 shows the Federal bank customers justification about their wrong selection of savings bank
account. Result indicates that majority (90 per cent) of the respondents are opinion that they were only
follow the instruction given by the bank employee and he explained the details but they couldn’t
understood hence they ignore the key features of account. 87 per cent of the respondents opine that they
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failed to notice the key features and 56 per cent of the respondents opine that they are illiterate about
banking terms and 51 per cent of them are opined that a person helps them to fill up the form for starting
savings account; hence they failed to catch key features. Table also reveals that 21 respondents were
taken their account for different purpose like deposit and withdrawal intension, loan purpose, for
government subsidy, fellowship purpose and as part of Ayalkoottam.
Table 11 : Reason for Wrong Selection and Purpose of Taking
Savings Bank Account-State Bank of India
Reason for wrong
selection-Federal Bank

Degree/
Diploma PG/Prof. Doctoral

Up to
SSLC
M F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

15 10

9
-

+2/Pre

Total
Response

%

13

117

80

-

57

39

140

95

1

Fail to notice key features

12

13

11 10

16

8

2

illiterate about banking terms

5

15

8

4

2

3

Only follow the instruction
given by the bank employee
and he explained the details
but I couldn’t understand
hence I ignore it

14

13

15 15

13 12

I was not able to understand
English

7

3

5

2

8

11

-

-

-

-

36

24

Bank employee helps me to
take accounts

-

-

5

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

4

A person helps me to fill up
the form for starting
savings account

15

11

8

9

8

12

-

-

-

-

63

43

4
5
7

11

-

12

17 16

14 11

Respondents were started their saving account on behalf of certain purpose,
hence they failed to catch the features of their savings account
Degree/
Up to
Reason for wrong
+2/Pre Diploma PG/Prof. Doctoral
Total
SSLC
selection-Federal Bank
Response
M F
M F
M F M F M F
6

My only intension was
deposit money and withdraw

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

For loan purpose

1

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

9

For getting government
subsidy

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

10 For fellowship purpose

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

3

11 Part of Ayalkoottam

-

-

-

4

-

4

-

1

-

-

9

2

3

-

4

-

4

-

1

3

-

17

Total

Source: Primary Data
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Table 8 shows the SBI customers justification about their wrong selection of savings bank account.
Result indicates that majority (95 per cent) of the respondents are opinion that they were only follow
the instruction given by the bank employee and he explained the details but they couldn’t understood
hence they ignore the key features of account. 80 per cent of the respondents opine that they failed to
notice the key features and 43 per cent of the respondents opine that a person helps them to fill up the
form for starting savings account; hence they failed to catch key features Table also reveals that 17
respondents were taken their account for different purpose like deposit and withdrawal intension, loan
purpose, for government subsidy, fellowship purpose and as part of Ayalkoottam
Table 12 : Federal Bank Customers Awareness Level Regarding Basic Banking
Services-Gender wise and Educational Qualification Wise Distribution
Up to
Degree/
Sl. FEDERAL Bank Customers
+2/Pre
PG/Prof. Doctoral
SSLC
Diploma
No. Awareness Level
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
1

MAB charges for shortfall

2.16 2.19 2.00 2.24 2.16 2.32 2.00 2.93 2.36 1.67

3

NEFT charges through NB/MB

2.58 2.25 2.13 1.24 1.58 1.84 1.87 2.47 1.86 2.67

4

RTGS charges through NB/MB

2.47 2.31 2.19 2.90 2.53 1.95 2.00 2.07 2.29 2.42

5

IMPS Fund Transfer charges

1.95 2.69 2.25 2.41 2.42 2.53 2.25 2.27 2.50 2.58

6

NEFT charges through branch

2.47 1.44 1.50 2.71 1.89 2.42 2.25 1.60 1.71 1.17

7

RTGS charges through branch

2.05 2.38 2.69 2.82 2.47 2.37 2.13 2.60 2.07 2.17

8

No. of free cash deposit
transactions in a month

1.95 2.38 1.87 2.12 2.74 2.42 2.06 1.67 1.50 1.83

Cash depositing charges
beyond the set limit

2.47 1.19 1.56 2.35 1.79 1.58 1.94 2.07 2.36 1.83

Debit card cash transfer through
CDM

2.05 1.50 1.38 1.00 1.21 1.32 1.00 1.53 1.64 2.33

Debit Card Annual Maintenance
Charges

2.53 2.31 2.06 2.18 3.05 2.95 1.38 1.87 2.00 1.67

Monthly Limit On Debit
Transactions-In/MB

1.32 2.06 1.62 1.71 1.74 1.42 1.19 1.33 1.57 1.58

Free ATM Transactions in a
month (HB ATM)

3.29 3.13 3.44 3.06 3.32 3.26 3.94 3.80 3.24 3.87

Free ATM Transactions in a
month (OB ATM)

4.16 4.94 4.81 4.00 4.42 3.58 4.78 4.67 4.00 4.02

Financial transaction charges
beyond the set limit

1.84 2.75 2.37 2.18 2.11 1.58 2.00 1.87 2.00 2.25

Non-financial transaction
charges beyond the set limit

1.32 1.38 1.19 2.47 2.37 2.26 1.94 2.33 2.50 1.58

GST charge on different
banking services

2.05 2.31 2.31 2.59 2.32 2.42 4.56 4.27 3.93 1.75

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

Source: Survey Data, M=Male, F=Female
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Table 10 shows the Federal bank customers awareness level regarding basic banking services-gender
wise and educational qualification wise distribution. Likert scale (Highly Agree to Highly Disagree
scale) was used to collect the opinion from Federal bank customer's opinion. Result indicates that
majority (Mean score is above the scale average 3) of the respondents are agreeing that they know Free
ATM Transactions in a month (UB ATM) and Free ATM Transactions in a month (OB ATM), and
PG/Prof. qualified respondents and Doctoral degree qualified male respondents were opined that they
know GST charge on different banking services. Result also indicates that the respondents are not
aware about other services, charges and limit of transaction
Table 13 : State Bank India Customers Awareness Level Regarding Basic Banking
Services-Gender Wise And Educational Qualification Wise Distribution
Sl. FEDERAL Bank Customers
No. Awareness Level

Up to
SSLC
M
F

+2/Pre
M

F

Degree/
Diploma
M
F

PG/Prof.

Doctoral

M

M

F

F

1

MAB charges for shortfall

2.56 2.24 2.38 2.22 2.83 2.33 2.35 2.28 2.06 2.21

2

NEFT charges through NB/MB

2.19 2.18 2.13 2.50 2.44 2.33 2.53 2.33 2.89 2.21

3

RTGS charges through NB/MB

2.50 2.00 2.12 2.28 2.61 1.92 1.82 1.61 2.61 2.00

4

IMPS Fund Transfer charges

2.00 1.59 1.75 2.11 1.72 2.00 2.00 1.50 1.72 1.71

5

NEFT charges through branch

2.13 2.24 2.00 2.00 2.61 1.92 1.82 1.33 2.17 2.64

6

RTGS charges through branch

2.31 2.06 2.50 2.00 2.17 2.08 1.71 1.78 1.94 1.14

7

No. of free cash deposit
transactions in a month

1.25 2.06 1.75 2.56 2.39 2.17 1.29 1.89 2.50 1.86

Cash depositing charges beyond
the set limit

1.81 2.59 2.38 1.11 1.94 2.50 2.12 1.89 2.00 2.86

Debit card cash transfer
through CDM

1.75 2.29 2.19 2.56 2.28 1.67 2.65 1.83 1.50 2.29

Debit Card Annual Maintenance
Charges

2.06 2.18 2.69 1.78 1.78 2.00 1.59 2.33 1.78 1.93

Monthly Limit On Debit
Transactions-In/MB

1.19 2.06 2.50 2.22 2.28 2.33 2.24 1.67 1.83 2.07

Free ATM Transactions in a
month (HB ATM)

2.19 1.76 3.50 3.52 3.98 4.08 4.06 3.94 3.59 3.43

Free ATM Transactions in a
month (OB ATM)

2.56 2.18 4.06 3.97 4.44 4.75 3.71 3.67 4.44 4.57

Financial transaction be charges
yond the set limit

1.81 1.94 1.69 1.72 2.06 1.83 1.47 2.17 1.61 1.86

Non-financial transaction charges
beyond the set limit

1.69 2.29 2.25 2.17 2.22 1.75 1.65 1.28 1.78 1.86

GST charge on different banking
services

1.19 2.06 2.56 1.78 2.11 2.25 1.94 1.67 1.94 2.57

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Source: Survey Data, M=Male, F=Female
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Table 10 shows the Federal bank customers awareness level regarding basic banking services-gender
wise and educational qualification wise distribution. Result indicates that majority (Mean score is
above the scale average 3) of the respondents (Except Up to SSLC qualified respondents) are agreeing
that they know about the free ATM Transactions in a month (UB ATM) and Free ATM Transactions in a
month (OB ATM). Result also indicates that the respondents are not aware about other services,
charges and limit of transaction
Table 14 : Gender wise and Educational Qualification wise opinion
Significant difference of Federal bank customers awareness regarding
banking services, charges and limit of transactions
Sl. FEDERAL Bank
No. Customers
Awareness Level
1
2
3

.037

*W

.000*

.013*W

RTGS charges
through branch

7

No. of free cash
deposit transactions
in a month

13

t

.002

6

12

F

RTGS charges
through NB/MB

NEFT charges
through branch

11

Doctoral

.044*

5

10

Degree/ PG/
Di
Prof.

NEFT charges
through NB/MB

IMPS Fund Transfer
charges

9

+2/Pre

MAB charges for
shortfall

4

8

Up to
SSLC

Cash depositing charges
beyond the set limit

.007*

*W
.001*

Debit card cash
transfer through CDM

.054*

Debit Card Annual
Maintenance Charges

.004

Monthly Limit On Debit
Transactions-In/MB

.045*

Free ATM Transactions
in a month (UB ATM)
Free ATM Transactions
in a month (OB ATM)

Jaipuria Institute of Management

*

.001*W
.000W

.005
.016*

.015*

*

.035*

.001*
.000

.003

*W

.000*W

.034*
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Sl.
No.

FEDERAL Bank
Customers
Awareness Level

14

Financial transaction
be charges yond the
set limit

15

Non-financial
transaction charges
beyond the set limit

16

Up to
SSLC

+2/Pre

Degree/
Di

PG/
Prof.

.003

.017

GST charge on different
banking services

Doctoral

F

t

.001
.003

.000*W

Source: Primary Data
Three hypotheses test result are presented in the table 4.H0: M=F (Educational qualification wise), H0:
Up to SSLC = +2/Pre = Degree/Di = PG/Prof. = Doctoral, and third hypothesis is H0: M=F (Selected
cases = Total Federal Bank customers). P-values are mentioned in the cell (Significant Result Only).
The empty cell indicates “Not statistically significant” i.e., No significant difference between groups.
“*” symbol indicates that two groups i.e., male and female group variance is heterogeneous not
homogeneous and also indicates that adjusted degree of freedom is used when groups have met
heterogeneous condition. Superscript “W” indicates that result is taken from “Welch test” because of
heterogeneous condition.
Table 15: Gender wise and Educational Qualification wise opinion
Significant difference of SBI customers awareness regarding
banking services, charges and limit of transactions
Sl. State Bank of India
No. Customers
Awareness Level
1

MAB charges for shortfall

2

NEFT charges through
NB/MB

3

RTGS charges through
NB/MB

4

IMPS Fund Transfer
charges

5

NEFT charges through
branch

6

RTGS charges through
branch

7

No. of free cash deposit
transactions in a month

Jaipuria Institute of Management

Up to
SSLC

+2/Pre

Degree/ PG/
Di
Prof.

Doctoral

F

t

*W

.018*
.025

*W
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Sl. State Bank of India
No. Customers
Awareness Level
8
9
10
11
12

Up to
SSLC

Cash depositing charges
beyond the set limit

+2/Pre

Degree/ PG/
Di
Prof.

.005*

*

Debit Card Annual
Maintenance Charges

*
.019

Free ATM Transactions
in a month (OB ATM)

14

Financial transaction be
charges yond the set limit

15

Non-financial
transaction charges
beyond the set limit

16

GST charge on different
banking services

t

*

*

Free ATM Transactions
in a month (UB ATM)

13

F

.021*

Debit card cash transfer
through CDM

Monthly Limit On Debit
Transactions-In/MB

Doctoral

*

*W

.038*

*

*W

Source: Primary Data
Three hypotheses test result are presented in the table 4.H0: M=F (Educational qualification wise), H0:
Up to SSLC = +2/Pre = Degree/Di = PG/Prof. = Doctoral, and third hypothesis is H0: M=F (Selected
cases = Total State Bank of India customers). P-values are mentioned in the cell (Significant Result
Only). The empty cell indicates “Not statistically significant” i.e., No significant difference between
groups. “*” symbol indicates that two groups i.e., male and female group variance is heterogeneous not
homogeneous and also indicates that adjusted degree of freedom is used when groups have met
heterogeneous condition. Superscript “W” indicates that result is taken from “Welch test” because of
heterogeneous condition
Table 16 : Customers (Both Fed and SBI) Awareness Level Regarding
Basic Banking Services-Gender wise and Educational Qualification Wise
Sl. FEDERAL and SBI
No. Customers
Awareness Level
1

MAB charges for shortfall

2

NEFT charges through
NB/MB

Jaipuria Institute of Management

SSLC

+2/Pre

Degree/ PG/
Di
Prof.

Doctoral

F

t

*w
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Sl. FEDERAL and SBI
No. Customers
Awareness Level
3

RTGS charges through
NB/MB

4

IMPS Fund Transfer
charges

5

NEFT charges
through branch

6
7

No. of free cash
deposit transactions
in a month
Cash depositing
charges beyond
the set limit

9

Debit card cash
transfer through CDM

11

12

13
14

15

16

+2/Pre

.016*

Degree/ PG/
Di
Prof.

Doctoral

*

.002

.028

*w

.034

.036

*

*w

.031*
.029

.002*

.001*w

*

Free ATM
Transactions in a
month (UB ATM)

.013*w

Free ATM Transactions
in a month (OB ATM)

.012*

Financial transaction
be charges yond
the set limit

.047

Non-financial
transaction charges
beyond the set limit

.019*

GST charge on
different banking
services

t

.046

Debit Card Annual
Maintenance Charges
Monthly Limit On
Debit TransactionsIn/MB

F

.032*w

*

RTGS charges
through branch

8

10

SSLC

*

*

*w

.019

.005

.012*

.002*w

Source: Primary Data
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Three hypotheses test result are presented in the table 4.H0: M=F (Educational qualification wise=
Both Fed and SBI), H0: Up to SSLC = +2/Pre = Degree/Di = PG/Prof. = Doctoral (ANOVA both Fed
and SBI), and third hypothesis is H0: M=F (Selected cases = Total Fed and SBI customers). P-values are
mentioned in the cell (Significant Result Only). The empty cell indicates “Not statistically significant”
i.e., No significant difference between groups. “*” symbol indicates that two groups i.e., male and
female group variance is not homogeneous and also indicates that adjusted degree of freedom is used
when groups have met heterogeneous condition. Superscript “w” indicates that result is taken from
“Welch test” because of heterogeneous condition
GENDER WISE AWARENESS LEVEL REGARDING BANKING SERVICES, CHARGES
AND LIMIT OF TRANSACTIONS- FEDERAL BANK CUSTOMERS
Table 12 shows gender wise significant difference of Federal bank customer’s awareness level. Result
indicates that Up to SSLC qualified male and female customers awareness level is significantly
different regarding NEFT charges through branch (p>.007), Cash depositing charges beyond the set
limit (p>.001), Debit Card Annual Maintenance Charges (p>.004), Monthly Limit On Debit
Transactions-In/MB (p>.045), and Free ATM Transactions in a month (OB ATM) (p>.016).
Plus two/pre-degree qualified male and female respondents awareness level is significantly different
regarding NEFT charges through NB/MB (p>.044), RTGS charges through NB/MB (p>.002), NEFT
charges through branch (p>.000), Debit card cash transfer through CDM (p>.054), Free ATM
Transactions in a month (UB ATM) (p>.005), and Free ATM Transactions in a month (OB ATM)
(p>.035)
Degree/Diploma qualified male and female respondents awareness level is significantly different
regarding Free ATM Transactions in a month (OB ATM) (p>.000), Non-financial transaction charges
beyond the set limit (p>.003).
PG/Professional qualified male and female respondent’s awareness level is significantly different
regarding MAB charges for shortfall (p>.037), Debit card cash transfer through CDM (p>.015), and
Non-financial transaction charges beyond the set limit (p>.017)
Doctoral degree qualified male and female respondents awareness level is significantly different
regarding Free ATM Transactions in a month (UB ATM) (p>.001), and GST charge on different
banking services (p>.003).
Table 12 also indicates that Federal bank male and female customers awareness level is significantly
different regarding Non-financial transaction charges beyond the set limit (p>.012)
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION WISE AWARENESS LEVEL
The One Way ANOVA (Table 12) result indicates that there is a significant difference between
educational qualification group awareness level regarding NEFT charges through branch (p>.013),
Debit card cash transfer through CDM (p>.001), Debit Card Annual Maintenance Charges (p>.000),
Free ATM Transactions in a month (UB ATM) (p>.003), Free ATM Transactions in a month (OB ATM)
(p>.000), and GST charge on different banking services (p>.000).
GENDER WISE AWARENESS LEVEL REGARDING BANKING SERVICES, CHARGES
AND LIMIT OF TRANSACTIONS-STATE BANK OF INDIA
Table 13 shows gender wise significant difference of SBI customer’s awareness level. Result indicates
that Up to SSLC qualified male and female customer’s awareness level is significantly different
regarding No. of free cash deposit transactions in a month (p>.025), Monthly Limit On Debit
Transactions-In/MB (p>.019), and GST charge on different banking services (p>.038)
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Plus two/pre-degree qualified male and female customer’s awareness level is significantly different
regarding Cash depositing charges beyond the set limit (p>.005)
PG/professional qualified male and female customer’s awareness level is significantly different
regarding Cash depositing charges beyond the set limit (p>.021)
Doctoral degree qualified male and female customer’s awareness level is significantly different
regarding RTGS charges through branch (p>.018)
Table 13 also illustrate that State Bank of India customer’s awareness level is not significantly different
among educational qualification group and also there is no significant difference between male and
female SBI customer’s awareness level regarding banking services, charges and limit of transactions.
GENDER WISE AWARENESS LEVEL OF FEDERAL BANK AND STATE BANK INDIA
CUSTOMERS REGARDING BANKING SERVICES, CHARGES AND LIMIT OF
TRANSACTIONS
Table 14 illustrate that up to SSLC qualified male and female respondents awareness level is
significantly different regarding No. of free cash deposit transactions in a month (p>.034), and
Monthly Limit On Debit Transactions-In/MB (p>.002)
Plus two/Pre-Degree qualified male and female respondents awareness level is significantly different
regarding RTGS charges through NB/MB (p>.016), and NEFT charges through branch (p>.002)
Degree qualified male and female respondents awareness level is significantly different regarding Free
ATM Transactions in a month (OB ATM) (p>.012), Financial transaction be charges yond the set limit
(p>.047) and Non-financial transaction charges beyond the set limit (p>.019)
PG/Professionally qualified male and female respondents awareness level is significantly different
regarding NEFT charges through branch (p>.028), Debit Card Annual Maintenance Charges (p>.029),
and Non-financial transaction charges beyond the set limit (p>.019)
Doctoral degree qualified male and female respondents awareness level is significantly different
regarding Debit card cash transfer through CDM (p>.031)
Table 14 also indicates that Federal bank male and female customers awareness level is significantly
different regarding Free ATM Transactions in a month (OB ATM) (p>.034), and Non-financial
transaction charges beyond the set limit (p>.001)
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION WISE AWARENESS LEVEL
The One Way ANOVA (Table 14) result indicates that there is a significant difference among
educational qualification group awareness level regarding RTGS charges through NB/MB (p>.032),
RTGS charges through branch (p>.046), No. of free cash deposit transactions in a month (p>.036),
Debit Card Annual Maintenance Charges (p>.001), Free ATM Transactions in a month (UB ATM)
(p>.013), Non-financial transaction charges beyond the set limit (p>.005), and GST charge on
different banking services (p>.002)
MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
1. Study found that only 14.21 per cent of the respondents are correctly choose their account by
reading its key features. The respondents were opined that some of the features help them to
recognise their account. Average monthly balance, initial remittance, ATM withdrawal limit,
cheque leaves etc. are the key features which helps them to identify their account.
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2. Study found that Majority (85.79 per cent) of them are failed in the identification parade i.e.,
recognise their account by reading its key features. They were also point out the reason for wrong
selection. 21 respondents out of total 163 sample were opined that they were started their savings
bank account for certain purpose i.e., deposit and withdrawal intension, for loan purpose, for
getting government subsidy, for fellowship purpose and as part of Ayalkoottam. Hence they failed
to catch the key features of savings bank account.
3. Rest of the 142 respondents opine about some other reason i.e., 90 per cent of them are opined that
they only follow the instructions given by the bank employee, and also employee explained about
the account but they couldn’t understand hence they ignore the details about their savings bank
account. 87 per cent of the respondents opined that they failed to notice the key features while
opining an account. 56 per cent of them are illiterate about banking terms. 51 per cent of them
opined that someone helps them to fill up the application form.
4. Study found that only 14 per cent of the respondents are correctly choose their account by reading
its key features. The respondents were opined that some of the features help them to recognise their
account i.e., maximum balance amount, KYC norms, mode of operation, Debit card type and its
pin generation, average monthly minimum balance.
5. Study found that Majority (86 per cent) of them are failed in the identification parade i.e., recognise
their account by reading its key features. They were also point out the reason for wrong selection.
Result indicates that 17 respondents were started their account for the purpose of getting loan,
government subsidy, fellowship purpose, and as part of Ayalkoottam.
6. Study also found that rest of the 147 customers was point out some other reasons. 95 per cent of
them are opined that they only follow the instructions given by the bank employee, and also
employee explained about the account but they couldn’t understand hence they ignore the details
about their savings bank account. 80 per cent of the respondents opined that they failed to notice
the key features while opining an account. 43 per cent of them opined that someone helps them to
fill up the application form.
7. Study found that majority of the Federal bank customers was aware about only free ATM
transaction in a month (Home Bank ATM and Other Bank ATM). PG or professionally qualified
respondents and doctoral degree qualified male respondents are aware about GST charges on
different banking services.
8. Study also found that majority of the Federal bank customers is not aware about monthly balance
shortfall charges, NEFT/RTGS/IMPS charges, number of free cash depositing, cash depositing
charges, Debit card cash transfer through CDM, Debit Card Annual Maintenance Charges,
Monthly Limit On Debit Transactions-In/MB, Financial transaction charges beyond the set limit,
and Non-financial transaction charges beyond the set limit. Majority of the Up to SSLC, plus two,
degree and doctoral degree qualified female respondents are not aware about GST charges on
different banking services.
9. Study found that majority of the SBI bank respondents is aware about free ATM transactions in a
month (Both HB and OB) except up to SSLC qualified respondents; they were still unaware about
free ATM transaction in a month.
10. Study also found that majority of the respondents are still unaware about monthly balance shortfall
charges, NEFT/RTGS/IMPS charges, number of free cash depositing, cash depositing charges,
Debit card cash transfer through CDM, Debit Card Annual Maintenance Charges, Monthly Limit
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On Debit Transactions-In/MB, Financial transaction charges beyond the set limit, Non-financial
transaction charges beyond the set limit and GST charges on different banking services.
11. Study found that Federal Bank customer’s awareness level is not significantly depends on their
educational qualification. Only six statement have p-value is lesser at 5 per cent significant value
and rest of the 10 have p-value is greater at 5 per cent significant value, hence the study has failed to
reject the null hypothesis.
12. Study found that there is no significant difference between Federal bank male and female
customer’s awareness level regarding banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage. Only two
statement have p-value is lesser at 5 per cent significant value, rest of the statement have p-value is
greater at 5 per cent significant value, hence the study has failed to reject the null hypothesis.
13. Study found that SBI customer’s awareness level is not significantly depends on their educational
qualification, because of all statement have p-value is greater at 5 per cent significant value, hence
the study has failed to reject the null hypothesis.
14. Study found that there is no significant difference between SBI bank male and female customer’s
awareness level regarding banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage. All the statement
have p-value is greater at 5 per cent significant value; hence the study has failed to reject the null
hypothesis.
15. Study found that Bank customer’s awareness level is not significantly depends on their educational
qualification. Only seven statement have p-value is lesser at 5 per cent significant value and rest of
the 9 have p-value is greater at 5 per cent significant value, hence the study has failed to reject the
null hypothesis.
16. Study found that there is no significant difference between Federal bank male and SBI female
customer’s awareness level regarding banking services, charges, fees and limit of usage. Only one
statement have p-value is lesser at 5 per cent significant value, hence the study has failed to reject
the null hypothesis
CONCLUSION
The identification parade among the sample respondents is the focal point of this article. If the
respondents were able to identified their account by reading its features, then the study definitely
would be in chaos, because during the preparation of this articles, researchers has conducted unofficial
personal discussion with so many bank customers. The discussion and observation was provided
appalling result, because of no one is aware about basic banking services and they are not vigilant while
using banking services. The fact is absence of due diligence because of everyone is failed to catch the
key features of their account or they ignore it. They were using different banking services frequently
and unfortunately they are illiterate about different banking charges or fees. The present study is giving
the same result that majority of the bank customers are unaware about the fees, charges, and limit of
usage of banking services.
SUGGESTIONS
The flow of interactive information is essential for making good relationship between a firm and
customer, like wise banking sector is needed very well structured flow of information to their
customers. Result indicates that many customers were failed to notice their savings bank account key
features, or they ignore it because they couldn’t understood the banking terms or some other persons
helps them to fill up the savings bank account application form as well as they are unaware about
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different banking charges or fee and usage limit. If the customer is aware about these things, then they
will use their financial transaction wisely. Hence the study has been made very genuine suggestion on
the basis of findings of this article.
1.

Customer should be due diligent is one of the important aspects in the banking sector. Before
taking any bank services and products, she/he must be read about the terms and condition, benefits
etc. If he/or she is not able to understand the banking term, then bank should take necessary steps
to provide details about the services and products in local language.

2.

Provide basic awareness campaign to their customers regarding the banking services, charges/fee
and usage limit of transactions.

3.

Include Key features inside the pass book of customers according to their savings bank account
nature and also include different fees and charges of different services

4.

Include local language in the different application form and publish a small book leaves that
contains about the usage instructions (in local language) for different banking services and
products and issue this book leaves to the account holders by charging a smallest amount from
their account at once. The amount should be affordable for customers.

5.

Banks are providing a mobile message system for each debit or credit transactions, It must be very
important to include bank charges and GST charges regarding each transaction.

6.

Place a notice board inside the bank at visible place regarding different banking charges, fees and
products details.
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